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• Origins of Tandem learning 

• E-tandem learning since 1992

• Teletandem Brasil – Foreign Languages for All

• Project genesis 

• Project implementation 

• Initial reflections



Joseph Lancaster 
(1778-1838) by John 
Hazlitt

Dr Andrew Bell’s school in Leith

Célestin Freinet (1896-1966) with his 
pupils printing in the school grounds of his 
school at Saint-Paul de Vence



The Franco-German Youth Office (FGYO) –
established 1963

Cimili and Libe-Hakort’s work with 
Turkish migrant workers in the 
1970s 

“The tandem is the oldest language learning 
method in the world. ” (Tippelt 2012:4). 



E-tandem from 1992 onwards

International Tandem Network 
(Rhode Island, Ruhr, Oviedo, 
Sheffield) 
eTandem Europa

Cultura
Literalia
SEAGULL

The point is that whatever a new technology appears to 
promise, it does not bring about worthwhile pedagogical 
innovation in and of itself. That is not to deny the ultimate 
impact of technologies: rather, it is to say that they may 
make their presence felt in more subtle but very 
significant ways, by pointing to new possibilities and 
opening up new avenues, whether or not teachers feel 
ready  to avail of them. 
(O’Rourke, 2007: 42) 





Tandem learning not just for languages



João Telles





Key Principles

Autonomy 

Reciprocity  

Orientation

Mediation  



a sum of opposites, such as sociability and individualization;

an online collaborative joint endeavor with a partner aimed at learning a foreign 

language;

a global balanced context within which partners’ relationships can relay roles of 

power;

an online context within which one can take responsibility of and socialize learning 

in reciprocal and autonomous ways;

an online context within which one can exercise autonomy and manage one’s own 

learning process;

an online context with space for one’s pleasurable relationship;

a joint endeavor that consists of online regular meetings extended over a specific 

time period.



The Project 

Working for Dr Daniela Garcia at UNESP-Assis we 
planned a series of 5 Teletandem interactions
Ten Queen Mary students on our five week Pre-
sessional. (8 from the PRC, 1 from KSA and 1 from 
Japan) paired with ten students at UNESP-Asssis



In the hour long sessions, 
students work on materials 
which are provided on a 
QMplusHub (Mahara) 
public page 



Queen Mary students also maintain individual Mahara pages on which their partners in 
Brazil can contribute through comments 

The idea here is provide 
opportunities for 
asynchronous communication 
(and the development of 
writing skills) in addition to the 
synchronous encounters 



Initial reflections 

•A rich context –
potential 
•Reception – QM, UNESP
•Me as a novice 
Teletandemer
•Structural issues
•Mahara helped



So, is it a useful relationship for Pre-sessional
students? 

•Builds group and QM identity 
•Encourages reflection
•Broadens horizons
•Boosting transferable skills – autonomy, 
interculturality

Does it help with the transition?  - next collaboration 
January/ February  2017



Your thoughts?
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